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The booklets that lie in front of you are the products of a one year graduation 

studio; The Masterly Apprentice. The studio can be divided in two main phases. 

The first phase concerns a research of an existing building. In the second phase 

the lessons that are learned from the research will be reinterpreted by the 

student and applied in a new design. This booklet is part of the first phase and 

focusses on the analysis of the Community Centre in Moorsel, Belgium. The 

building is designed by the architectural office 'De Kort van Schaik'. The architect 

is chosen from the book Building upon Building, which is the leading theme of 

this generation. The architect used a five point strategy to design the building. 

At the end of the analysis, the most valuable lessons from this strategy are 

summarized into three main themes.  These themes will be integrated in the 

new design. The product of the new design can be found in the second booklet. 

The first theme concerns the height difference in the terrain, and how to 

cope with that. De Kort van Schaik divided the plot into three segments and 

connected them by the use of stairs and ramps. Because this is a smart way to 

deal with the height, this method is reinterpreted in the new design. Therefore 

the new building and plot are also divided into three segments, but instead of 

using ramps an alternative wheelchair elevator is applied. The second theme is 

about taking set-backs in the façade, to guide the visitor into a certain direction. 

The architect used a diagonal line in the glass structure, to push the visitor into 

the adjacent, monumental presbytery garden.  This method is also applied but in 

a different way. The new design doesn't have diagonal lines in the building, but 

it uses set-backs in the façade to guide the visitors to the most important areas 

in the building. For instance the entrance or the outside terrace. The Final theme 

is about using rhythm and proportion in a building, to emphasize a specific 

direction and to give the design a coherent appearance. The architect used this 

method in multiple ways, especially in the material use. They used for instance a 

repetition of wooden beams in the roof, to emphasize the length of the building.  

The aspect of using materials to create a coherent design is also applied in the 

new building. Therefore vertical, Zincen lamella are applied in the façade.
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Building Upon Building

The Process of reacting

F.K. Abdullaa, J.H.A. Heeren, F.M. Margry, M. van der Ploeg, A.G.W. Rutten, 
G. Tommasi, S.E. Visscher

 “Feelings of misery and doubts about the essence of life arose during a 
rainy and cold day of sketching in a gothic church surrounded by a graveyard 
in Ghent. At night, people broke down in tears.” (Visscher, personal 
communication, February 14, 2019)

When reacting, several aspects are to be distinguished, although they 
cannot be separated. As Sebastian Visscher experienced, a first reaction 
happens in a split second. Most of the time, this is in the form of a feeling 
or emotion. After reflecting, a secondary reaction can occur. Even though 
the first reaction happens subconsciously and the second one intentionally, 
the process is the same.

In this essay, the different aspects of the process of reacting will be 
explored, namely: experiencing, interpreting, defining and critiquing. These 
aspects form a continuously interacting course of action. As a source of 
inspiration for this essay, the book ‘Building upon Building’ is used. In this 
book 45 architects describe their reaction to an existing building, in the 
form of a fictitious addition design. The expectation is that it could be very 
useful for an architect to be aware of the aspects of reacting, in order to 
optimize their design for the user or the client.

Experiencing is the outcome of our perception through senses. This is 
depending on our neurobiological system and emotions, influenced by 
memories and previous experiences. This will be referred to as one’s 
inferential network (“Experiencing”, n.d.). Experiencing is both the natural 
response to a specific environment, full of visible and invisible physical 
stimuli and phenomenons and the feelings raised by specific situations 
and places. Traumas as well as beautiful recollections can influence the 
perception of spaces (Solomon, 2019).
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In architecture, in the perception of spaces, all senses are relevant. 
Therefore a sensitive architectural project dives into the different perceivable 
qualities that may influence the experience of the building (Eaton, 2005). 
The experience of a building changes not only according to the architectural 
properties of a building, but also to the space in which the architecture is 
placed. The context is not an empty container for architectural artifacts. It is 
a complex system that continuously interacts with the object in the space. 
Natural and artificial elements play together to enrich the architecture 
of those sensory nuances that denote our experience. Experiencing is 
therefore the feeling that comes from the totality of characteristics of a 
specific moment in a definite space.

Experiencing is a subconscious activity and can be understood through 
interpretation, by giving personal meaning to these perceptions. 
Experiencing and interpreting are both unintentional activities, 
distinguishable but not separable. Research indicates that architects and 
non-architects do interpret architecture differently where education and 
experience as variables contribute to these differences. (Hershberger, 
1988). This implies that, along with experiences and memories, education 
is an important part of the inferential network.

When experiencing a building, one could get different thoughts and 
feelings. According to Grootveld (personal communication, November 16, 
2018) these thoughts and feelings happen partially in the subconscious 
state of mind. The brain links the things seen or felt to things or situations 
experienced before, resulting in a thereby influenced reaction.

Defining a space is an activity by which the character of a space is 
determined. This character results from the composition of elements that 
are physically present and the symbolic meaning that is given to them by 
humans (Hillier and Hanson, 1997). Therefore the definition of space starts 
with identifying the architectural elements that are physically present, 
without their symbolic meaning (Suvanajata, 2001). This structural analysis 
of a space is favored to understand the space and is also known as Space 
Syntax as described by Professor Bill Hillier (University of London) and 
Julienne Hanson (Hillier and Hanson, 1997). All physical elements have a 

Building Upon Building

The Process of reacting
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certain relationship to each other, resulting in a certain system of which 
that specific space is composed (Hillier & Hanson, 1997). Firstly, these 
systems are described from a functional and practical point of view. The 
architectural elements and the materials shape the space. Secondly these 
systems also have a symbolic meaning which is described as the social use 
of the space. This is defined by the activity that is taking place in that space, 
which is influenced by the cultural identities. It is the presence of these 
systems within spaces that makes buildings more than merely objects. 
These processes of understanding the functional and symbolic meaning of 
space finally determine the experience of a certain space. 

Defining an experience is done in a similar constructive way as defining a 
space. Firstly, one defines what is experienced and felt. This is followed by 
defining what is meant by this feeling and why this experience is interpreted 
in a certain way. This definition will relate to the space and the way it is 
constructed, but also to the meaning one gives to it. It is important to 
notice that the processes of defining the space and defining the experience 
do not happen in a specific order. 

During a first reaction, which happens in a split second, all four aspects of 
reacting happen subconsciously. This is already expressed in a certain form 
of critique, by an opinion, a thought or a feeling. In this case, creating an 
opinion is related to a certain experience and the thought that arose with it. 
But only when, later on, one reflects upon these aspects, this experience 
or feeling can be critiqued thoroughly. After evaluating the reaction, a 
thought can be explicated. The explication evaluates why a certain thought 
emerged and why it causes a particular reaction. The experience can be 
critiqued differently when one is aware of the aspects of the reacting 
process. The inferential network influences the way of critiquing and the 
result of it. This can lead to a different response compared to the first 
reaction, which appeared more subconsciously than this second reaction. 
Besides critiquing the aspects of reacting and reflecting to the emerged 
feeling or thought, the reaction itself can be critiqued as well. These two 
critiquing moments can be used to evaluate the first reaction and create a 
second, more intentional reaction.
 

Building Upon Building
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Architecture and design critic Alexandra Lange (Hosey, 2017) 
explains that a description of the things you have experienced is 
a good technique to use when critiquing architecture. It allows  
people to imagine themselves at that place and see the things 
through the critic’s eyes. In the same article, Blair Kamin states that 
architecture and architectural criticism affects everyone. It not only 
affects architects and their clients, it needs to be understandable 
to everyone. Sorkin (Hosey, 2017) confirms this by calling criticism 
‘a service profession’, whereby architecture can bring positivity to 
society and even to the wider world.

This essay explains different aspects in the process of reacting . These 
aspects can be distinguished from one another, but they cannot be 
separated. Experiencing, interpreting, defining and critiquing all 
happen naturally. Not as consecutive steps, but simultaneously and 
back and forth to come to a reaction. The process of reacting usually 
happens subconsciously. That is when the first reaction happens, 
in the form of a feeling or emotion. When reflecting upon this 
reaction and intentionally looking at these aspects of the process 
of reacting again, a secondary reaction takes place. This secondary 
reaction reveals itself in different forms depending on the person. A 
writer can express his reaction to an experience in a written piece 
for example. A painter can make a painting and an architect can 
express his reaction to a certain place by a design. The architect has 
a vision of how his design will work and how it will be experienced 
by others. When he understands the aspects of his own reaction 
clearly, he can use them to steer his design towards that vision. 
He will be able to create the design he intends to. Therefore it is 
important to be aware of the aspects of the process of reacting and 
reflecting on them.

Building Upon Building

The Process of reacting
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Introduction

The Community Centre

This booklet contains the analysis of the Community Centre located in Moorsel, 

Belgium. The building is designed by the architectural company 'De Kort van 

Schaik'. In the following chapters the strategy of the architect will be explained 

by the use of illustrations and arguments. At the end of the analysis, the strategy 

will be critiqued by the student. The most valuable lessons learned from the 

architect will then be summarized and divided into three themes. These themes 

will be integrated in the new design, which can be found in the second booklet. 

The first theme concerns the height difference in the terrain and how the 

architect coped with that. De Kort van Schaik used a method where they divided 

the plot into three different height levels. They connected the levels by the use 

of stairs and ramps. This method will be used in the new design as well, but 

instead of using ramps alternative hydro-elevators are applied.

The second theme is about using set-backs in the glass façade to guide the 

visitor into a certain direction. The Community Centre has for instance a diagonal 

line in the glass structure to push the visitor into the presbytery garden. This 

method is also applied in the new design, but in a different way. They building 

doesn't use diagonal lines, but it does use set-backs in the façade to guide to 

visitor to the most important areas. For instance the entrance or the outside 

terraces. 

The final theme involves using rhythm and proportion in a building to emphasize 

a certain direction and to make it one coherent building. This theme can be 

interpreted in multiple ways. Not only did they use a rhythmic grid, they also 

applied it in the material use. For instance the repetition of the wooden beams 

in the roof,  emphasized the  length of the building. The aspect of using materials 

to create a coherent design is also applied in the new building. Therefore verti-

cal lamella are applied in the façade

21Masterly Apprentice II
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Top [A] : Photo of Architectural 

Company;  De Kort van Schaik. 

On the left shows Robert-Jan 

de Kort. On the right presents 

Sander van Schaik. 

 

Bottom [B]: Westzeedijk 

apartment  Rotterdam.
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De Kort van Schaik  

Architectural Company

The leading theme in this generation of the studio is based on the book;  

Building upon Building [1] . In this book forty-five architects are chosen to react 

upon a specific existing building. They do that by making an fictional addition to 

an existing building. These reactions are visualized in very simple and reduced 

drawings. In my case De Kort van Schaik [2].  had to react to the apartment 

-building at the Westzeekdijk in Rotterdam [B]

I was intrigued by the banal way they reacted on the building. They literally took 

the horizontal volume of the Westzeekdijk apartment and flipped it into a vertical 

glass tower.

The company specializes in architecture and urbanism, and is based in 

Rotterdam. Their vision is to make buildings that fit in the environment by using 

pure materials and showing the tectonics. Their vision inspired me a lot, which 

is one of the main reasons I chose them to be my Master.

References: 

[1] Grootveld, M., & Engels, J. (2015a). Building upon Building. Amsterdam, Netherlands:  

 Architectura Et Amicitia & Pod Pumbo 

[2] Van Schaik, S., & De Kort, R. J. (2018a). De Kort van Schaik Architecten. Retrieved from  
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Top [A]  : Community

 Centre-Moorsel  

 Bottom [B] :  Community

 Centre-Moorsel  
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Community Centre

The Building 

  

The Community Centre intrigued me because of its abstract appearance [A & 

B]. The company used three simple and basic materials and still managed to 

give it an sophisticated look. It's also a reminiscent of the work of Mies van der 

Rôhe,  specifically 'The National Gallery' in Berlin [1].

The building stands in a monumental, walled garden next to a monumental 

presbytery, which makes it even more interesting. The reason I chose this 

building, is because I was eager to learn about the designing methods of the 

architect. I was curious about the design choices and how they dealt with the 

monumental elements in the surrounding. In the following pages the building 

visit is visualized a series of photo's [C until H].

References: 

[1]  New National Gallery Berlin [Photograph]. (2018a). Retrieved from https://nl.wikipedia. 

     org/wiki/Neue_Nationalgalerie#/media/File:Neue_nationalgalerie_treppen.jpg
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Top [C] : 

Main entrance next to 

Sint-Martinus church

Middle [D] : 

Interior of the main 

entrance hallway, view towards 

Presbytery

Bottom [E] : 

Interior  of the

Main Event Hall   
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Top [F] : 

Exterior of the Architectural 

tree  room in between the two 

buidlings  

Middle [G] : 

Exterior with presbytery and 

Sint-Martinus church on 

backround

Bottom [H] : 

Back entrance of the Catholic 

Rural Youth association
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A16

A1

A10

A1

A14

A10

Moorsel (next to Aalst)  

Monumental Wall

Main infrastructure

Legend {A & B] :

Top Left  [A]: Map of Belgium  

Amended from ;  GeoPunt, 

2018.   

Top Right [B]: Zoomed in 

- Moorsel - Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018
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Site Analysis

Location Moorsel - Belgium

The Community Centre is located in a small village in Belgium, Moorsel.  

Situated within a triangle of three cities, Antwerp, Ghent and Brussels. Because 

Moorsel lies in this triangle, the village is very easy to reach by the side road of 

the A10 [A]. 

Zooming in on the village, the Community Centre lies within the walled garden 

of the presbytery, indicated in red [B].  It is located near the city centre of the 

village. In the following chapters the infrastructure, functions, morphology, 

orientation and typology of Moorsel will be further explained.
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N 411

N 411

Community Centre

Closed off wall

Main road - N4111

Touristic bicycle roads

Hard pavement

Legend {C & D] :

Top Left  [C]: Infrastructure 

map - Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018. 

Top Right [D]: Zoomed in core 

of village Moorsel.   Amended 

from; GeoPunt, 2018
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Site Analysis

Infrastructure of Moorsel

The most important infrastructure road in Moorsel is the side road of the A10, 

which becomes the N411 when it enters the village. This is visualized with the 

orange dotted line [C]. This main road meanders through the village and skirts 

along the walled garden and the Community Centre [D]. 

Another aspect of the infrastructure is the touristic bicycle route through the 

village. This is visualized with a green line [C]. Zooming in on the city core, 

the bicycle route also passes the project location. During the whole graduation 

process, this touristic bicycle route has been a guiding principle for the new 

design. It is one of the target audiences where the new building will respond to.
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Community Centre &  

Lieve Vrouwe Chapel

Closed off wall

Sint - Martinus church

Other services in area

Sint - Gudulachapel

Monumental presbytery

Legend {E & F] :

Top Left  [E]: Map of functions 

and services; Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018. 

Top right [F]: Zoomed in core of 

village Moorsel.   Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018
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Site Analysis

Functions and Services

To define a new program for the new design, it was necessary to first map the 

existing functions and services, present in the surrounding of the Community 

Centre. The Community Centre is located within the closed monumental wall, 

indicated in red. This 18th century wall used to protect the presbytery garden 

that belonged to the Priest and the Presbytery. The 18th century presbytery is 

indicated in orange [F]. 

The presbytery belonged to the monumental Sint-Martinus church, indicated in 

blue. This church and the surrounding square (Sint-Martinus square) form the 

centre of the village. At west of the church there is a smaller chapel situated, 

Sint-Gudulachapel, indicated in green [F].  There are also other services in the 

surrounding such as storage, shops, banks, garages, indicated with the circles. 

The area clearly misses some meeting places and functions such as hotel, 

leisure or any other tour-istic services in the surrounding.
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Community Centre

Closed off wall

Private - Semi private

Private Areas

Pavement areas 

in centre of the  

village that are public:

Legend {G & H] :

Legend [H] :

Top Left  [G]: Morphology Map - 

Amended from; GeoPunt, 2018.

Top right [H]: Zoomed in core of 

village Moorsel.   Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018

 1. Sint- Gudulachapel  square

 2. Sint - Martinuschurch square

 3. Presbyterygarden
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Closed off wall
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Site Analysis

Morphology of Moorsel

The origin of the village started before the 18th century at the Sint-Martinus 

church and its surrounding square [H-2]. West of this square, the Sint-Gudula 

chapel was built including another square [H-1]. From these two squares the 

transportation routes spread through the village as a web of meandering  public 

roads [G]. Alongside these roads, private buildings were built in different grain 

sizes, indicated in black. The semi-private areas are shown in white, which 

indicate the meadows and other open green structures between the buildings. 

The most important aspect of the presbytery garden, is its transformation from 

a private to public function. In the 18th century, the garden was closed and 

only used for private occasions. That was because the priest used to live in the 

adjacent presbytery and he was the only one who had access to the garden. 

Nowadays De Kort van Schaik opened up the wall, and made the garden open 

to the public [H - Indicated in grey]. By doing that the Sint-gudula square, the 

Sint-Martinus square and the presbytery garden are very close connected to 

3
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    east

west

fro
nt fa

çade

south

Sun- orientation

Closed off wall

Legend {I & J] :

Top Left  [I]: 3D visualisation  

orientation of the sun. 

Top right [J]: Zoomed in on 

Community Centre and Closed-

off monumental Presbytery  

Amended from; GeoPunt, 2018

Community Centre
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Site Analysis

Orientation of the sun

The long, front façade of the Community Centre, with the window openings, 

faces north [ I & J ]. The sun travels from the east to the west, which means that 

the sun will be at the back of the Community Centre. Because of this orientation 

it is quite dark inside the building. This will be further explained  in the chapter 

lights and view lines.

On the next page there is skyline photo of the typology of Moorsel. This 

illustration shows the typical architecture of the village, which is important to 

take into account, during the designing process of the new building. The building 

should fit in the already existing context. Most of  the houses have a sloping or 

pointed -roof typology and are mostly made out of brickwork
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Site Analysis

Typology of Moorsel - Sky photo
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Community Centre - Moorsel
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Top right [A]: Monumental 

elements Project -  Amended from; 

GeoPunt, 2018

Monumental Presbytery, 

Sint-Martinus Church, 

Presbytery garden, 

Onze Lieve Vrouwe 

Monumental Closed off wall

Legend [A] :
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Building Analysis

Introduction 

For the building analysis it was important to understand the working methods 

of; De Kort van Schaik, and to learn from their techniques. Therefore I did some 

research about how they got assigned to this project. In the following chapters 

the starting points and five point strategy they used will be further explained.  At 

the end of the research the three most valuable lessons that are learned from 

them, will be summarized in three themes.

The Community of Moorsel had been searching for a new meeting place for 

their village for almost 10 years,  before they came in contact with De Kort 

van Schaik. One of the most important aspects they had to deal with were the 

already existing monumental elements in the area, indicated in red [A]. These 

elements are divided in the three monumental categories, which are visualized 

on the next page. The assignment was to design a new meeting place next to all 

these monumental elements without doing too much damage to them.
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Monumental 18th  

century Presbytery

Monumental  Closed- Off Wall 

Monumental  Chapel

( Onze lieve Vrouwe )

Presbytery Garden

Monumental Trees

( Red Oak )

Slope

Sint- Martiunus Church



[1] Monumental Presbytery

[2] Monumental Garden Wall & Chapel

[3] Presbytery Garden & Monumental tree

In this part the three most important monumental 

elements, De Kort van Schaik had to keep in mind will 

be visualized. The first monumental elements are the 

18th century presbytery and the 18the century Sint-

Martinus church. Because the priest of the church used 

to live in this presbytery they both have a rich history. 

Also the scale of the church and the 18th century 

typology  makes it monumental. One of the focus 

points of the community of Moorsel was to preserve 

the presbytery as much as possible.

The second most important monumental elements 

are the closed monumental garden wall and the little 

chapel. In the 18th century this wall was used to 

protect the presbytery garden. Because the closed 

character, the scale and the historic appearance of 

the brick wall it has a monumental value. Also the 

little 'Onze Lieve Vrouwe' chapel at the north-east of 

the garden has a monumental value because of its 

history and scale.

Not only the closed garden wall has a monumental 

value, also the presbytery garden must be preserved 

as much as possible.  Another aspect of the garden 

to keep in mind is the slope of  around 4 meters 

in the terrain. The north part of the garden has a 

higher monumental value as the rest of the garden 

because of the monumental Red Oak that's situated 

over there.

51Masterly Apprentice II
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Original Attic

Original Residence of 

Priest 

Service areas for 

the church 

Monumental Presbytery Garden 

[ Closed Character ]

Top right [B]: Monumental 

presbytery exploded view

Middle left [C]: Floorplan 18th 

century presbytery

Exploded view of the 18th 

Century Monumental 

Presbytery,

Legend [A] :



Monumental Presbytery Garden

 

Sint - Martinus Square
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Building Analysis

Original Entrance '' Narrow Hall ''

The 18th presbytery used to be the only way to enter the presbytery garden. 

Therefore the priest was the only one who had access to it, because he lived 

there. Most of the ground and second floor of the presbytery was in use by 

services of the church.  The smaller part at the south of the building was the 

residence of the priest [ A & B]. In the middle of the ground floor plan there was 

a small narrow hall that lead to the presbytery garden [C]. Because this narrow 

hall is part of the closed character of the terrain, De Kort van Schaik tried to 

embrace this aspect and referred to this in their new design of The Community 

Centre. This will be further explained in the following chapters.





Vision
Community Centre - De Kort van Schaik
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Legend [A] :

New opened up wall  

Concrete

New opened up wall   

Steel columns

Move border 10 meters 

to the north

Monumental Trees

Top right [A]: Present location of 

Community Centre. Chosen because 

best accessibility from  church, 

closed character best preserved and 

communicates with monumental 

garden.

Middle right [B]: Not chosen 

location, because not easy accessible 

and doesn't communicate with 

monumental context, but interrupts.

Bottom right [C]: Not chosen 

location, because not easy accessible 

and interferes with monumental 

trees in the north of the garden.

Top left [D]: Vision of moving 

original border 10m. to the north.



Original

10 m.

New

Active  Border
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Building Analysis

Vision - De Kort van Schaik

To preserve the monumental elements as much as possible, De Kort van Schaik 

decided to move the original border 10 meters to the north, and to place the 

building behind that new wall. The reason why they chose to move the southern 

wall, was because from that position, the building would still be the best 

accessible from the Sint-Martinus square [A]. Unlike placing the building in the 

middle of the garden [B], or placing the building on the north of the plot, where 

it would interfere with the monument trees [C]. By opening up this new wall 

they created a new active border, which allowed the communication with the 

presbytery garden [D]. The wall is constructed out small parts of concrete walls 

in combination with steel HEA-beams. Which gives it that open character [D].





Strategy

Community Centre - De Kort van Schaik
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De Kort van Schaik used a strategy, based on five points to fill in the 'new' 

terrain, behind the new opened up wall. First they designed a grid structure that 

fits the dimensions of the rectangular formed terrain. Secondly they divided the 

terrain in public, semi-public and private functions. Thirdly they chose three basic 

materials to construct the whole building. Fourthly they used the glass structure 

to define a certain routing or experience for the visitor. 

Finally they designed the building in such a way, the glass façade is only meant 

for communication with the presbytery garden, not to allow more natural light 

in the building. In the following chapters these points will be further explained  

by the use of visualizations and arguments. At the end of the strategy, in the 

conclusion, the most valuable lessons will be summarized into the three main 

leading themes of the new design.

Building Analysis

Introduction 
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Conceptual volumes 

of Community Centre 

and KLJ - building

Grid structure of  6 x 6 meters,  

width 10 meters.

Top right [A]: 3D view of 

Community Centre and 

Surrounding with grid of 6 x 10 

meter. 

Top left [B]: Floorplan Community 

Centre and Catholic Rural Youth 

Association.

Legend [A & B] :
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Building Analysis

Grid Structure and Dimensions

The first strategy point of the architect was to divide the terrain into a grid 

structure. The building had to follow the rectangular shape of the terrain. The 

width of the plot was already defined by moving the original border 10 meter to 

the north [B]. The length of the terrain was around 100 meters, which led to a 

grid structure of 6 x 6 meters [A]. 

The reason why they applied this grid structure was, not only to keep a coherence 

over the whole plot, but also to use it as a guideline for the construction.

6 m.

10 m.

Presbytery Garden

Public Building

Community Centre

KLJ 

Building
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Architectural tree room

Steel Portals

Podium - towards 

tribune (stairs)

Top right [C]: 3D view of 

deviation of the three functions, 

including the architectural tree 

room

Top left [D]:Section of deviation of 

the three functions, including the 

architectural tree room

Legend [C & D] :

Main 

Public Building

Architectural 

Tree Room

KLJ
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Building Analysis

Public, Semi-public and Private

The plot is divided  into three segments [D]. Every segment has its own 

height level, with  each  a height difference of 1 meter.  At the highest level, 

which is on the same level as the Sint-Martinus church, they built the main 

public event hall, the Community Centre.  At the lowest part they designed 

the Catholic Rural  Youth association [Katholieke landelijke Jeugd Organisatie - 

KLJ]. This organization is meant for small groups of children, who rent the area 

for sleepovers (a.k.a as StayOkay). That means it's used for private occasions. 

In between the main public building and the KLJ-building they designed an 

outside, architectural tree room. This area can be used for multiple occasions, 

as well public or private. 

For instance the children of the KLJ can use this garden to play in. But it can 

also be used for public events or parties. That’s why they also designed a small, 

concrete podium, situated towards the stairs. In this way the stairs can also 

be used as a tribune during a special event [D]. This architectural tree room 

functions as a connecter between both buildings. To keep the coherence over 

the whole plot, steel portals were placed on the same grid structure of 6 x 6 

meters. Because of the new opened up wall, there is a direct (visual) connection 

from the  architectural tree room to the monumental presbytery garden [C].

Level 1: Public Building

Community Centre
Level 3: KLJ 

Building

podiumstairs

Level 2: Architectural 

Tree Room
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Storage

KLJ-rooms

Storage (basement)

Entrances KLJ-Building

Circulation areas 

including public hall

Sanitary

Sanitary

Kitchen and bar

Kitchen

Hallway (basement)

Top right [H]: Basement 

KLJ - Building, Private functions

Top Right  [G]: Circulation areas, 

Community Centre

Bottom left   [F]: KLJ - Building 

Private functions

Top left [E]: Community Centre 

Public functions, 

Legend [E] - Community Centre :

Legend [F] - KLJ- building:

Legend [G] - Community Centre :

Legend [H] - KLJ- Building

Public H
all

[E]

[F]

Main entrance 

Community Centre
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Public Hall

After entering the Community Centre, the visitor arrives in the main hallway. 

Next to the hallway there are three toilet rooms and one medium sized 

kitchen [E].  Across the toilets there are two  small storage areas. In between 

these public functions, there is a circulation route of long  small hallways that 

eventually lead to the main public event hall of the Community Centre [G]. At 

the end of the public event hall there is a small bar [E]

The KLJ - Building can be entered by the entrance doors at the basement level, 

but also at the ground floor level (same level as architectural tree room)- [F & H]. 

The ground floor has four private sleeping rooms, and one small kitchen [F]. The 

toilets, showers and storage rooms are located at the basement level [H]. These 

areas can only be used by private groups, by renting the place.

Building Analysis

Public, Semi-public and Private

[G] [H]
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Building Analysis

Materialisation

De Kort van Schaik wanted to keep the building as simple and  basic as possible. 

Therefore they decided to use only three basic materials  to  construct the 

whole building. For the load-bearing construction they chose; steel HEA-

columns, concrete walls, and for the roof wooden beams. The reason why they 

chose these three, basic materials is because,  in this way the building  became 

a sober, natural part of the environment.  And that is what they aimed for. The 

building shouldn’t draw more attention than the already existing monumental 

elements, such as the monumental presbytery for instance.  The building and 

the materials are now in coherence with the natural, monumental environment. 

In between the steel columns and the concrete walls they designed the 

thermal border, which consist out of glass structure in combination with isolated 

sandwich panels, indicated with pink line.  They deliberately designed this glass 

wall in a diagonal line. The reason behind this choice is explained in a later 

chapter.

Thermal Border Roof Steel columns Concrete walls
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Steel construction  

HEA-Beams

Steel Portals

View lines through 

columns to garden

Top right [I]: 3D view of 

Community Centre and 

Surrounding with location of the 

Steel columns

Top left [J]: Floorplan Community 

Centre and Catholic Rural Youth 

Association, location of steel 

columns and steel portals.

Legend [J] :
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The steel HEA-beams are situated north of the 'new' plot, in front of the 

Community Centre, indicated with red dots [J] . They are aligned with the new 

'active wall' De Kort van Schaik added to the project. The beams are place at 

the crossing points of the grid structure [I]. That is why the beams have an 

open structure, with a distance between the beams of 6 meters. This open 

structure was desirable because the view from the Community Centre, to the 

garden, had to remain visible. In this way the user can still see through the 

glass, through the columns, into the garden [J]. 

The KLJ building is also constructed out of steel HEA-beams. At every corner 

stands a beam. On the north and south façade there is an extra beam in the 

middle.  The steel portals in the architectural tree room, also placed on the grid 

structure of 6 x 6 meters,  are visualized with the red stripes [J]. Because of that 

there is coherence of the steel structure over the whole plot.

Building Analysis

Materialisation - Steel Columns

Presbytery Garden

6 m.

Public Building

Community Centre

KLJ 

Building

Architectural 

Tree Room
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SECTION [L]  -  
TERRAIN

Concrete walls community 

Centre and KLJ-Building

Top right [K]: 3D view of 

Community Centre and 

Surrounding with location of the 

concrete walls

Top left [L]: Section Community 

Centre and Catholic Rural Youth 

Association, location of concrete 

walls

Legend [K & L] :
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The concrete wall of the Community Centre is almost aligned with the old, 

original wall, indicated with red [K & L]. This concrete wall is the only closed part 

of the building. Therefore it is situated in 'the back'  (south) of the building, so the 

open, glass structure is situated towards the garden (north). The concrete wall 

is, together with the HEA-beams, part of the vertical load-bearing construction.

The KLJ-building has multiple concrete walls. Almost the complete lower part 

of the basement is constructed out of concrete [K & L]. The northern wall  of the 

KLJ, is part of the new added border [K]. The floors of both buildings, and the 

stairs in the terrain, are also made out of concrete.

Building Analysis

Materialisation - Concrete walls

Public Building

Community CentreKLJ 

Building

Architectural 

Tree Room
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Wooden beam 

construction - roof

Top right [M]: 3D view 

of Community Centre and 

Surrounding with location of the 

wooden beams

Top left [N]: Close up of wooden 

beam construction, showing the 

rhythm and proportion of the 

beams.

Legend [M] :
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The (horizontal) roof consist out of wooden beams. For the Community Centre 

these beams rest on the southern concrete wall, and the northern steel HEA-

beams.  To place them on the steel beams, they applied an extra steel UNP 350 

beam [N]. The wooden beams of the KLJ - Building rest completely on the steel 

structure [M]. 

Another aspect of the wooden beams is the precise measurements, and rhythm 

De Kort van Schaik used to place them. They whole construction of the building 

is based on the grid of 6 x 6 m. Therefore the length of the building is 6 meter x 5 

columns is 30 meters. The beams have an heart to heart (h.o.h) distance of 330 

millimetre, which makes three beams fit exactly within 1 meter.  That means 

that in total they used 90 beams for the roof  (3 x 30 = 90). This shows the care 

and effort the company put in these details [N].

Three beams fit in 1m.

h.o.h 330 mm.

Building Analysis

Materialisation - Wooden beams
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Glass Façade 

Isolated sandwich panels

Extra Isolation for thermal 

bridge interruption 

Top right [O]: 3D view of 

Community Centre and 

Surrounding with location of the 

Glass façade

Bottom right [P] : Photo overhang 

wooden beams from in - to outside.

Top left [Q]: Detail of the wooden 

beam constructions, cold-bridge 

prevention, north side

Legend [O & Q] :
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In between the concrete wall and the steel beams of the Community Centre 

they designed the thermal border.  This border consist out of glass in combination 

with isolated sandwich panel [O]. Because the glass wall has a set-back from 

the roof, an natural overhang / shadow line is created. The company deliberately 

designed this glass wall in a slightly diagonal line. The reason for that will be 

explained in a later chapter. 

Another aspect of this overhang is that,  the wooden beams go directly from 

the inside, over  the glass façade, to the outside of the building. This can lead to 

a thermal cold-bridge. To prevent this cold-bridge they placed isolation between 

the wooden beams, on the north façade [P & Q].  The upper façades of the KLJ 

building  consist mostly out of the isolation sandwich panel, with a few glass 

openings at the east and west side [O].

Building Analysis

Materialisation - Glass structure & Isolation
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Extra Isolation for thermal 

bridge interruption 

Top right [R]: Photo  Cold-bridge 

prevention wooden beams east side  

Bottom right [S]: 3D render of 

Community Centre and Cold-

bridge prevention wooden beams 

east & west side 

Top left [T]: Detail of the wooden 

beam constructions, cold-bridge 

prevention, east & west side

Legend [S & T] : 

Extra isolation 

behind wooden plate
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At the east and west façade of the Community Centre, the wooden beams are 

situated right on top of the glass structure [T]. That means that 'the cold' could 

enter over the complete length of the wooden beam.

Therefore they decided to place extra isolation of front of the whole length of 

the beam [R & S]. In the photo is visible that, the space between the beams  is 

therefore closed with a wooden plate. [Q].

Building Analysis

Materialisation - Glass structure & Isolation
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Top right [U]: Photo of 'narrow 

hall' effect by deliberately placing 

glass structure in diagonal line.

Top left [V]: Floorplan Community 

Centre, explaining the routing, 

geometry and experience of the 

diagonal shadow line

Legend [U & V] : 

Main entrance

Diagonal shadowline

Pushes visitor into garden

Primary Routing

Secondary Routing
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Building Analysis

Routing, experience and geometry

An important aspect of the Community Centre is the diagonal (shadow) line, 

applied in the glass structure, indicated in dark grey [V]. De Kort van Schaik 

deliberately designed the glass structure like this, to guide the visitor in a 

specific way. They also designed the main entrance deliberately around the 

corner of the building, indicated with white arrow [U], or grey arrow [V]. By 

doing that the visitor is already obligated to go that way. Because the opening 

gets smaller and smaller, the visitor is pushed into the presbytery  garden. This  

can be experienced as a 'narrow hall'.

So again the presbytery garden can be entered by going through a narrow 

hall, which refers to the small narrow entrance hall in the original 18th century 

presbytery. After entering the building, the primary route continuous, which 

leads eventually to the main public event hall, indicated pink arrow [V]. The 

secondary route only leads to the toilets, the kitchen and some storage areas.

Presbytery Garden

Sint- Martinus

Square
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Open façades ( Glass)

Viewlines  to presbytery Garden

Top right [W]: 3D render of 

Community Centre artifical lights 

in rhythm of beams

Top right [X]: 3D render of 

Community Centre  glass 

structure on the north façade for 

communmication with garden.

Top left [Y]: Floorplans of 

Community Centre and KLJ- 

building, with viewlines to garden.

Legend [Y] : 
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The north façade of the Community Centre consist almost completely out of 

glass, indicated with pink line [Y]. Because the sun travels from the east to 

the west, over the south, the sun is in the back of the building. That means, 

these glass windows are not meant for entering daylight. These windows are 

only meant for the (visual) communication with the presbytery garden, indicated 

with pink arrows [X & Y]. Because of the overhang it is in fact quite dark inside 

the building. 

Therefore they designed an extra roof light above the southern hallway of 

the building [X]. They also applied multiple artificial lights in the building. To 

emphasize the length and the rhythm in the building, the artificial lights are 

placed  every time between two beams, that repeats after ever six beams, 

see night render [W]. The windows in the KLJ-building are also meant for the 

communication with the architectural  tree room and the presbytery garden. 

They don't allow much sunlight either [Y].

Building Analysis

Lights and viewlines

Presbytery Garden

Public Building

Community Centre

KLJ 

Building
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Building Analysis

Renders
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Building Analysis

Renders





Model Making
photo model
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Top right [A]: Sky-photo 

Community Centre, red circle 

indicates location of the picture, 

that's been re-maked in 

the model 

Top left [B]: Floorplan

 Community Centre, red 

indicates location of the picture, 

that's been re-maked in 

the model

Location of taken picture, 

including roof light 

Legend [A] : 
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Part of the analysis was to take a picture from the interior of the chosen building, 

and to make a model from that picture  (model scale 1: 20). The reasoning 

behind this was, to learn, by looking very closely to the details of a building. 

The picture is taken in the hallway of the Community Centre that connects 

the entrance to the main public event hall, indicated in red [B]. This hallway is 

situated underneath the only roof light of the building [A]. 

This picture intrigued me the most, because  this was the only place in the 

building where the sunlight and the artificial lights worked together. Also from 

this point of view, the event hall and the monumental presbytery garden were 

immediately visible. It was a challenge to capture the right perspective in this 

view. On the next pages the original picture is visualized on the left and the 

remake of the picture is presented on the right page.

Model making

Introduction - photo location
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Model making

Original
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Model making

Remake 
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Top right [C]: Process photo, 

putting layers of  combination of 

polyfilla, specie and water by using 

a brush 

Middle left [D]: Process photo, 

searching for the blotchy structure 

of the concrete, by using a sponge 

and polyfilla

Bottom left [E]: Process photo, 

final result of concrete wall, 

background  made out of foam

Top right [F]: Mobile phone with 

stripes of tape to get the right 

perspective

Polyfilla F220

Specie & Water

Materials: 
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Model making

Concrete wall  & perspective

During the making process, there were a few challenging details that needed 

extra attention. Because the building consist out of very basic and simple 

materials, it was even more important to look really closely and careful to all 

these details. In this chapter the making process of only four materials / details 

will be explained. Such as; the concrete wall, the wooden beams, the artificial 

lights, and the balustrade.  At the end of the chapters there will be a final 

reflection of the process.

It was quite a challenge to get the right, blotchy structure of the concrete wall. 

Therefore, a combination of Polyfilla F220, specie and water is used. Multiple 

layers were applied with a brush and a sponge [C & D]. After enough layers it is 

finished by using sandpaper. The result turned out to be better than expected.

Another challenge was the perspective of the hallway. Specially when taking the 

picture. Therefore I used my mobile phone, where I pasted stripes of tape on 

the screen to capture the right perspective [F].

Used small stripes of 

tape to find the right 

perspective
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Model making

Wooden beams

The hallway is also characterized by the wooden beams in the ceiling. It was 

quite a challenge to get the correct thickness, position and distance of the 

beams, and to put them in the right position. Therefore the wall is made out of 

foam, with small holes on the top, to rest the wooden sticks in.

Another aspect of the beams were the natural knots of the wood. To recreate the 

knots, (heated) iron sticks were used to make holes in the wood. Secondly, the 

holes were filled up with  black charcoal (coming from heated wooden sticks). 

Thirdly the holes were filled with brown lacquer. Finally they were finished off 

by using sandpaper. The result was very satisfying.
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Model making

Artificial lights

The hallway is illuminated by the natural sunlight through the opening in the 

roof. But also by the artificial lights, which are placed in the rhythm of the 

beams. The first idea, to recreate the artificial lights, was to use a RGB-led strip, 

operable with a remote control. Therefore the led-strip was cut in six pieces 

and soldered back together. When finished, sadly the lights turn out to be too 

bright and yellow, so they were unusable. Also the led-strip was too thick to fit 

between the beam

An alternative system was then applied. Instead of one whole led-strip. Six 

separate led-strips were used, which each separate battery supplies. The result 

was even better than the first idea. 
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Model making

Balustrade

The hallway is situated above the crossing points of the height levels in the 

terrain. To connect the difference in height, a slope was created in the floor of 

the hall. On both sideways of the slope, steel balusters were placed for people 

to hold on to.

On the scale of the model (1:20) these steel balusters turned out to be very 

small. So  small a  tweezer was needed to  glue them  together.  The baluster is 

made out of black cardboard  and shaped by the laser cutter.
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Model making

Reflection

Reflecting on the process, I have learned a lot of making the model. Not only 

have I learned to look really closely and carefully to every detail, and how every 

material is made. I also learned a lot about how rooms / areas can effect each 

other. For instance, the main public event  hall, had a lot of influence on the 

small hallway in case of the amount of natural light.  Also the roof light had a 

lot of effect on the hallway and caused a very dark natural shadows between 

the beams. 

Not only have I learned a lot, I also enjoyed making the model very much. The 

final result is illustrated in the image above. The fun part of the making process, 

was that the outside of the model didn't have to look nice. It was all about the 

interior picture inside.
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Location New Design
Chosen Location & Program
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Main road N411 

Bicycle & touristic roads

Old existing buildings that need 

to be demolished

Triangular formed 

Location New Design  

Top right [A]: 3D render of 

Community Centre and Cold-

bridge prevention wooden beams 

east & west side 

Top left [B]: Detail of the wooden 

beam constructions, cold-bridge 

prevention, east & west side

Legend [A ] : 

Legend [B ] : 
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After the analysis it became clear,  Moorsel clearly was missing some meeting 

areas, and places to get together. The surrounding also didn't offer much room 

for accommodation  or other fun activities. Which was a shame, because  the 

village offers lots of nice green environment, for people to enjoy. Another 

important aspect of the site analysis, was the main infrastructure road and the 

touristic bicycle route that skirts along the presbytery garden. The village also 

didn't offer the touristic visitors a place to stayover or to relax. 

Therefore I designed ' The Presbytery Hotel', which offers some nice qualitative 

hotel rooms, a restaurant including a large outside terrace on the south, a small 

presentation  / film room, a lounge and some congress/ business meeting areas. 

The perfect location for this Hotel was on the north of the walled  presbytery 

garden [B]. Therefore the old and useless buildings, present on triangular  

formed plot, had to be demolished [A]. The new hotel will be an extension  of 

the Community Centre, where there is even more space for people to meet. 

The Presbytery garden will be even opened up more to the public, and will 

function as connecter between the two buildings. The aim is to connect the 

church, the presbytery, the garden, the community centre and the new hotel 

as one whole area. 

Location New Design

Location & Program New Design





Conclusion
Conclusion Three Themes
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SET - BACK OF GLASS

RHYTHM & PROPORTION

+/- 1,5 METER

STAIRS

[1]

[2]

[3]
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At the end of the analysis and choosing a new location for the new design, I 

reflected upon the whole process. Therefore I summed up the most valuable 

lessons, learned from the research and my master. Therefore I divided the 

new gained knowledge into three main leading themes and integrated them 

in the new design. These themes were the leading principles during my whole 

designing process. 

The first theme concerns the height differences in the terrain. De Kort van 

Schaik also had to deal with the slope in the terrain. They did that by dividing the 

plot into three segment, with each segment on a different height level. By using 

stairs and ramps they connected all the segments together. I found this a very 

interesting point of view, and interpreted this in my own design by also dividing 

the plot into three different levels. To connect the difference in height I also used 

stairs. Instead of the ramps I used  hydro - elevators for the invalid people.

The second theme is about using the glass structure to lead the visitors in a 

certain direction. De Kort van Schaik deliberately designed the glass façade in a 

diagonal line, to push the visitor into the presbytery garden. In my design I  also 

applied this method, but interpreted this in a different way. The building doesn't 

have diagonal lines, but uses multiple set-backs in the façade to guide the visitor 

to the most important areas in the building. The full explanation of this theme is 

visualized in my second booklet. 

The third theme is about Rhythm and Proportion. De Kort van Schaik really took 

a lot of care into the details of measurements and proportion of the design. They 

looked really carefully at the location, and the form of the plot. They decided to 

use a certain rhythm and grid to keep a coherence over the whole plot, even 

in the use of the materials. For instance, placing the wooden beams in such a 

way, it emphasized the length of the building.  In my design I interpreted this by 

also using a rhythm, to make a counter move of the horizontality of the building. 

Therefore I used vertical beams, as lamella to connect all the façades together. 

In the second booklet I will continue on these themes.

Conclusion

Three most important themes
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Introduction

  

This booklet focuses of the second part of the Graduation Studio. The first 
part is about the analysis of the Community Centre, designed by De Kort 
van Schaik. This part is the sequel of the first booklet, where the learned 
lessons from the analysis are integrated in the new design. The lessons 
that are taken from the analysis are divided in three themes. The student 
doesn't copy the lessons from the master literally, but tries to reflect and 
critique on them, before applying them in the new design. 

The first theme concerns the difference in height in the terrain and how to 
cope with that. De Kort van Schaik divided the plot into three segments, 
with each segment on a different height level. These levels are connected 
by stairs or ramps. This method is also applied in the new design, but 
instead of using ramps, an alternative wheelchair elevator is used. 

The second theme is about taking the glass structure of an façade, to guide 
the visitors into a certain direction. By giving the glass line a set-back from 
the  load-bearing façade, a natural overhang is created. This can indicate for 
instance as an entrance or a covered terrace, and leads the visitor where 
the architect desires them to be. 

The  third theme involves using rhythm and proportion to keep a coherence 
in the whole appearance of the design. De Kort van schaik applied this 
method in multiple ways. Not only did they use a rhythmic grid, they also 
applied it in the material use. For instance the repetition of the wooden 
beams in the roof,  emphasized the  length of the building. The aspect 
of using materials to create a coherent design is also applied in the new 
building. Therefore veritcal lamella are applied in the façade.

This booklet contains explanations and arguments of how the concept of 
the design originated. The design choices will be explained by the use of 
self made illustrations such as floorplans, façades and sections. The new 
design is located on the north of the Community Centre, and is named after 
the eponymous garden; The Presbytery Hotel. 





The Presbytery Hotel
Design of a building



12 Community Centre

' The Presbytery Hotel '
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Introduction 

The Presbytery Hotel

  

The new design is situated north of the Community Centre and the walled 

presbytery garden. Therefore the monumental wall is at the back (the south) of 

the new building.  The shape of the building is based on the triangular form of the 

plot, to make maximum use of the location. A part of the southern, monumental 

wall, will be opened up, to have a direct connection with the garden and the 

Community  Centre. 

The building embraces the already existing (monumental) elements in the 

surrounding as much as possible. For instance the Sint-Martinus square. 

It makes maximum use of the square, by using it as an outside terrace. The 

program of the building will contain a combination of hotel, restaurant,  outside  

terrace on the south, bar/lounge, film/presentation area, and some business/

congress meeting places. It is a new meeting place for the local people and 

the touristic cyclists, that pass the building on a daily bases. The building has 

enough space to relax, meet each other and to enjoy the green environment, 

including the Presbytery garden.

COM
M

UNITY
 C

ENTR
E

PR
ESBYTERY H

O
TEL
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SET - BACK OF GLASS

+/- 1,5 M.

STAIRS

RHYTHM & PROPORTION

This chapter contains a short recap 

of the three themes, and how they 

are integrated in the new design. The 

chapters of this booklet are based on 

the same three themes.

The first theme concerns the height 

difference in the terrain. De Kort 

van Schaik divided the plot into 

three segments and connected the 

difference in height with stairs and 

ramps [A]. 

The new design stands on the same 

slope as the Community Centre. 

Therefore this method is also applied 

in the new design. The only difference 

is, that instead of using ramps, 

alternative wheelchair elevators are 

used in and around the building [D].

Secondly, De Kort van Schaik used 

a diagonal set-back in the glass line  

to guide / push the visitors into the 

Presbytery garden [B]. 

This method is integrated in the new 

design, but in a different way. The 

building doesn’t have diagonal lines 

in the glass structure, but it does 

use set-backs in the glass façade 

the emphasize the most important 

parts in the building. For instance 

the entrance, but also the west and 

southern terrace [E].

[A]

[B]

[C]
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1,5 - 2,5  METER

STAIRS
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The third aspect of the analysis 

is about the use of rhythm and 

proportion in the building. De Kort  

van Schaik applied this method on the 

whole plot. For instance they used 

a grid of 6 by 6 meters to divide the 

rectangular plot in a certain rhythm. 

They used this grid as a guideline for 

the construction, but also to keep a 

coherence over the whole plot. 

This part of the method was not 

applicable in the new design, because 

of the unique triangular formed plot. 

The new building is in proportion 

because of the three segments, which 

have around the same measurements. 

But no specific grid is used.

De Kort van Schaik also used the 

materials to define a certain rhythm 

in the building and to emphasize the 

length of the design.  This method is 

partly applied in the new building, only 

instead of horizontal wooden beams,  

vertical zinc lamella are placed on the 

façades.  

The reason behind this was to make 

a counter move of the horizontal 

direction of the building and to make 

the building as a coherent whole 

[F]. The most interesting areas in 

the façade are framed by the use of 

horizontal lamella.

[D]

[E]

[F]
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Designing Process
Concept Volume Study
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[1] - Final volume

[2] - Second volume

Top left [A]: Series of foam models, 

concept volume study. Two main 

volumes were leading in the 

process [1] & [2] 

Top right [B]: Site model (scale 

1:500) , used as underlayer for 

foam models

Direction of the building volumes. 

Final volume [1} opens up towards 

church and chapel. Second volume 

[2] has shifting roofs, which 

created difficult connections in 

the roof.

Legend [A ] : 

VOLUME STUDY CONCEPT

CHURCH

CHAPEL
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Concept of the Design

Volume study - foam models

  

During the designing process, multiple scale models were used to define the 

concept volume of the design [A]. To see how the volumes interacted with the 

environment, a small site model (1:500) was used, as an underlayer for the 

smaller foam models [B]. This gave a better insight of how the volumes reacted 

to the already, existing (monumental) context. The contours of all the different 

volumes are the same, and based on the triangular form of the plot.

Two main volumes came out as the most applicable options for the design [1] 

& [2}. Both of them react differently to the slope in the terrain. The first volume 

has a ‘knick’ in the middle of the roof, where the west side opens up towards 

the church, and goes along with the slope. The east part of the building makes 

a counter move to the slope and opens up towards the other surrounding of 

Moorsel, including the little chapel. The second volume consist out of shifting 

roofs, where the north façade goes along with the slope, and the south façade 

goes in the opposite direction. This gave the  second volume a few difficult roof 

connections, which lead to  the decision not to continue with this shape.  The 

first shape also had more useable square meters and fitted better in the environ-

ment. Therefore the first volume is chosen as the final concept volume [1].

[1]
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VIDE  TO  A
LLOW     

 SUNLIGHT

KNICK IN
ROOF

CHURCH

C
H

A
PEL

Top left [C]: First Step: 3D 

concept volume of building, with 

triangular shape and large vide in 

the middle to allow sunlight.

Middle , top left [D]: Second Step: 

3D volume, knick in the middle 

of the roof. West opens up towards 

church, east opens up towards 

surrounding Moorsel, including 

little chapel

Middle, bottom left [E]: Third 

Step: Connect west and southern 

terrace by rounding of the corner 

in the building.  

Bottom left [F]: Final step: Define 

the program and routing of the 

building. Emphazise the most 

important areas with a set-back 

of the glass façade, to guide the 

visitors in certain direction. 

Top right {G] : 2D situation plan 

of concept volume with guiding 

principles for the concept volume.

Straight line in contradictional 

movement of Knik in wall

North façade  parallel  to the 

main infrastructure road

North and east corner of 90 0 

to make the shape stronger.

Legend [G] : 

AROUND CORNER

SET BACK OF GLASS
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Concept of the Design

Designing steps and Principles

  

90 0 

90 0 

Parallel to road

Vide

Sint -M
artinus Church

M
on

um
en

ta
l w

all

'K
ni

ck
' i

n

The process of shaping the building can be reduced to a couple of steps. 

Therefore a few guiding principles were used as the base of the design [G]. 

First, the form of the building  derived from the shape of the triangular formed 

plot.   To make the building less massive, and to allow more sunlight, a large 

vide is created in the middle of the building [C]. To emphasize the length of the 

plot, the north façade is placed parallel to the main road. This lead to  an angle 

of 900  for the north-west and north-east corners, which gave them a stronger 

appearance [G]. Secondly the roof has a 'knick' in the middle (refers to the 

knick in monumental wall), where the west side is tilted up towards the Sint-

Martinus church, and the east side is opened up towards the green surrounding 

of Moorsel [D]. The south façade is deliberately designed in a straight line, as 

a counter movement of the 'knick' in the opposite wall. By doing this, a larger 

square arises between the wall and the southern façade, which can be used 

as an outside terrace. To connect the west of the Sint-Martinus square, to the 

southern area, the building is cut slightly diagonal, in the south-west corner [E]. 

This  also created an direct visual connection with the church, from the southern 

terrace.  The  final step contains the use of set-backs in the glass line to guide 

the visitor from one place to another.[F]. 
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[J]

[K]

[I]

[H]

TOURISTIC BICYCLE ROUTE

LOCAL COMMUNITY OF MOORSEL

VISITOR FOR TERRACE/ RESTAURANT

BUSINESS /  CONGRESS MEETINGS
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Program  and Target groups

The presbytery hotel

Moorsel is a small village, known for its open and wide green structures. 

Therefore lots of people like to cycle through the rich, green environment every 

day, skirting along the building. This makes them one of the main target groups 

for the new design [H]. 

The building will offer these people a place to stay over,  relax or  have a drink on 

the southern terrace, along the monumental presbytery garden. The hotel can 

also be used by business people that are for instance on a congress meeting 

trip {K}. But also by the local people (Community of Moorsel) can enjoy the 

restaurant, bar, lounge or outside terrace as well [I - J].

The final program of the new design, contains a combination of hotel, 

restaurant,  outside  terrace on the south, bar/lounge, film/presentation area, 

and some business/congress meeting places [H - K]. A place that offers enough 

accommodation for people to stay over, relax and to meet each other.
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Top left [L]: Centre for 

Contemporary Art Nottingham 

Subordinate windows and the use 

of stairs to connect difference in  

height (Caruso St John Architects, 

2019b).

Bottom left [M]: Centre for 

Contemporary Art Nottingham 

using  large set-back in the façade 

to emphasize the entrance (Caruso 

St John Architects, 2019b)
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Reference Project

Centre for Contemporary Arts  Nottingham

  

De Kort van Schaik is not the only architect who used similar themes in their 

project. Therefore another architect is used as a reference for the new design. 

Caruso St. John Architects applied a comparable strategy, in the Centre of 

Contemporary arts in Nottingham[1]. The building intrigued me because of its 

large scale and the coherent expression of the façades.

Concerning the first theme, Caruso also used stairs along the façades of the 

building to connect the differences in height [L]. Because both architects used 

this method, in inspired me to apply it in my building as well. They also used 

set-backs in the glass façades to emphasize the important areas in the building, 

such as the entrance for example [M]. In the Centre of Contemporary Arts this 

worked really well, which stimulated me to also use set-backs in the façades of 

my building. Another aspect of the building is the use of rhythm and proportion. 

Both Caruso and De Kort van Schaik used rhythm and proportion to emphasize 

a certain direction in the building, or to keep a coherence in the design. The 

impressive façade of the Centre in Nottingham gives the building its character. 

They used concrete slabs, with a rhythm of vertical strokes. Some of these 

strokes continue in front of the windows, which makes them subordinate in the 

façade [L]. This inspired me to use rhythm in my façade as well. Therefore I used  

vertical Zincen lamella to make a counter movement to the horizontality of my 

building, and to keep a coherence in the façades. Therefore Caruso and De Kort 

van Schaik were both a great source of inspiration for my own design.

References: 

[1] Caruso St John Architects. (2019a). Centre for Contemporary Arts. Retrieved from 

https://www.carusostjohn.com/projects/nottingham-contemporary/





Slope in the Terrain
Theme 1 - Connecting difference in height
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Top left [A]: Ground floorplan, 

divided into three segment, with 

each segment on a different height 

level.

Bottom left [B]: Ground floorplan, 

showing the stairs (red) and the 

wheelchair elevators (orange) to 

connect the differences in height in 

the terrain.

Top right [C]: Picture of the 

hydro-electric elevator for the 

people in a wheelchair.

Diviation of the three segments

 in the terrain

Stairs to connect the differences 

in height in the terrain ( around 

1 meter.)

Hydro-electric elevators to connect 

difference in height, in total 3. 

Legend [A ] : 

Legend [B ] : 

Level 1Level 2Level 3

North - direction of the plot
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The plot of the new design is part of a large slope in the terrain.  The terrain 

concerns a height difference of approximately 4 meters, measured from the 

east to the west of the plot. There are multiple ways to cope with such a big 

height difference in a terrain. Because De Kort van Schaik already dealt with it 

before, on a very smart way, their method is reinterpreted in the new design. 

They divided the plot into three segments, with each segment on a different 

height level (height difference of 1 meter). To connect the differences in heigt,  

multiple stairs and ramps were used. Therefore the triangular formed building 

is also divided in three levels [A]. These levels are also connected by the use 

of stairs. But instead of using ramps, alternative wheelchair elevators are used 

(hydro-electric elevator) [C]. This was a better solution than the ramps, because 

a ramp has to be 12 meters long to bridge a distance of 1 meter. The elevator is 

intergrated in the ground, and when needed it can be operated with a remote 

controle. In this way the elevator is almost invisible, but can be used fot the 

same goal, without using to much space [C]. The stairs are indicated in red, and 

the  elevotors in orange [B]. 

Slope in the Terrain

Stairs and elevators





Set-back in Façade
Theme 2 - Set-Back glass structure
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Top left [A]: Ground floorplan, 

showing the set-backs in the glass 

façade  to guide visitor in the most 

important areas of the buidling

Bottom left [B]: Groud floorplan, 

showing the three main closed, 

cores of the building.

Set-back of the glass, situated 

at southern outside terrce, west 

evening terrace next to Sint-

Martinus square. Entrance at the 

north-west, and window set-back 

in front of lounge area

Three remaining cores of the 

building, containing staircase and 

elevator, reception and kitchen. 

North - direction of the plot

Legend [A ] : 

Legend [B ] : 

Stairs & Elevator

EntranceSet-back Lounge

Southern  ter
race

Kitch
en

Reception
W

est terrace

Community Centre

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500
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Set-Back Glass

Orientation & The three cores

  

EAST

WEST
SOUTH

Another applied method from the architect is the use of set-backs in the façade, 

to guide the visitor in a certain direction. This started with the orientation of the 

building. The south façade of the building is situated towards the monumental 

wall, and presbytery garden. To make maximum use of the orientation of the 

sun, an outside terrace is created between the wall and the southern façade. 

To enlarge this area, the glass line is pushed back 2,5 meters in the façade [A]. 

To make full use of the evening sun, the building embraced the Sint-Martinus 

square on the south-west part, by making a set-back in the glass line and to 

also create an outside terrace. To combine it with the night life, the terrace is 

connected to a restaurant and night bar, with a panorama view towards the 

Sint-Martinus church. To guide the visitors from the west terrace to the southern 

terrace, both set-backs in the glass lines are connected with each other. Another 

set-back is created at the north-west of the building, to emphasize the entrance. 

To create a nice view from the lounge towards the green meadow across the 

street, a set-back is created in the north façade of the building [A]. In between 

the glass setbacks, three cores appeared whose façades are deliberately closed 

[B]. That is because of the functions behind them. Which are the staircase and 

elevator on the north, reception on the west and the kitchen on the south.





Routing & Functions
The Presbytery Hotel
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Top left [A]: Ground Floorplan. 

showing all the functions on the 

first height level of the building.

Bottom left [B]: Groud floorplan, 

showing the routing and entrances 

of the first level of the building

Top right [C]: Cinema 4d  render 

of the Reception and view towards 

waiting area and restaurant.

Lobby, Restaurant,  & Bar

Night Bar

Elevator and staircase

Main entrance 

Reception, office 

Secondary Routing

Primary Routing

Locations of  Render

Legend [A] : 

Legend [B ] : 

North - direction of the plot

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500 Main Entrance
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The main entrance is located at the north of the plot, underneath the 2,5 meter 

overhang [A-purple]. After entering the building, the visitor is received by the 

reception of the hotel. Behind the reception counter, there is an small office for 

the staff [A-orange].  The guests have the opportunity to wait in the adjacent 

lobby or immediately go to the restaurant to have some dinner [A- dark-red]. 

Next to the restaurant is an evening bar, including an outside terrace, situated 

towards the south-west of the plot  [A- yellow]. From the bar there is a direct, 

visual connection with the Sint-Martinus square, which makes it an attractive 

location to enjoy the evening sun.  The outside terrace can be arrived by two 

glass, French doors [B]. The hotel rooms can be reached by the main staircase 

and elevator, located east of the entrance [A-red]. When the building is entered, 

the visitor immediately has an overview of the whole iterior of the building, 

including all the levels. Because of the large vide in the middle, the area is 

provided with enough day light which makes it comfortable to be in [C].

Routing & Functions 

Ground floor - level 1
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Top left [D]: Ground Floorplan. 

showing all the functions on the 

second height level of the building.

Bottom left [E]: Groud floorplan, 

showing the routing and entrances 

of the second level of the building

Top right [F]: Cinema 4d  render 

of Lunch, dinner and lounge area 

with the large vide.

Toilets and Escape stair

Lounge & Reading area

Lunch, dinner restaurant

Small Kitchen

Southern Outside Terrace

Secondary Routing

Primary Routing

Location of  Render

Legend [D] : 

Legend [E] : 

North - direction of the plot

Kitchen supply

Bar

Built-in couch Built-in bookcase

Fire
 esc

ape

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500
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The second level of the ground floor can be reached by the small steps 

underneath the vide. The visitor then enters the bigger breakfast, lunch and 

dinner area [D- red]. Because it is situated next to the southern terrace, it will be 

mostly used during the afternoon lunch [D-orange]. At the same height level, a 

small kitchen is situated next to the restaurant [D-yellow]. The kitchen is not very 

big, because the hotel / restaurant  is provided with catering food,  presented 

in the form of a buffet [F]. The bar is also connected with the kitchen, by a 

small stairs [E]. The kitchen can be supplied through the back door, that can 

be reached by the stairs or hydro-elevator [E]. Next to the lunch area, a small  

lounge / living room area is created. The remaining wall next to the set-back 

in the north façade, granted for a built-in couch [D-purple]. Just like the back 

wall of the staircase granted for a built-in bookcase [F]. Together they give the 

opportunity to relax, read a book or enjoy the view of the green environment 

across the street. Adjacent to the lounge and restaurant, are the toilets and the 

spiral fire escape stair [D-dark red]. 

Routing & Functions 

Ground Floor - Level 2
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Top left [G]: Ground Floorplan. 

showing the functions on the third 

height level of the building.

Bottom left [H]: Groud floorplan, 

showing the routing and entrances 

of the third level of the building

Top right [I]: Cinema 4d  render of 

small presentation room / film area

Presentation room / film area

Secondary Routing

Primary Routing

Location of  Render

Legend [G] : 

Legend [H] : 

North - direction of the plot

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500
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The third level can be reached by the small steps and hydro - elevator between 

the fire escape stairs and the toilets [G-red]. The area can be used for multiple 

occasions. Such as, a film area for the local community of Moorsel. But also as 

a presentation room for the business people that are on a business trip.

Because the area is lowered, the tribune could make full use of the height, by 

going in an upward direction. The tribune has four rows of twelve chairs. That 

means the room offers enough space for 60 people. The chairs are situated 

towards a big screen, against the wall on the west. On the south of the façade 

there is an extra escape door [H].

Routing & Functions 

Ground Floor - Level 3
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Top left [J]: First Floorplan. 

showing all the functions on the 

first floor.

Bottom left [K]: First floorplan, 

showing the routing and entrances 

of the first floor.

Top right [L]: Cinema 4d  render 

first floor,  view from seat towards 

monumentl tree.

Laundry & Technical room

Luxurious hotel rooms

Medium sized hotel rooms

Business / Congress areas

Toilets & Escape stair

Secondary Routing

Primary Routing (circulair)

Location of  Renders

Legend [J] : 

Legend [K] : 

North - direction of the plot

Stairs & Elevator

View
 monumental t

ree

View
 presb

yter
y gard

en

Hotel - View
s to church

Stairs & Elevator

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500
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Routing & Functions  

First Floor and Second Floor

  

The hotel rooms are situated at the first  floor of the building. They can be reached 

by the main staircase and elevator, west of the entrance. In the middle of the 

floor, a large vide is created to allow enough sun light into the building. Therefore 

the gallery is wrapped around the vide, which creates a circular routing [K]. The 

hotel rooms can be divided into two categories. The luxurious hotel rooms are 

created at the corners of the building, because they have more square meters 

[J-purple]. These rooms are a bit bigger than the others, and therefore provided 

with a jacuzzi.  In between the luxurious rooms are the medium sized hotel 

rooms [J-red]. At the end of the hall, east of the staircase is the technical and 

laundry room [J-dark red].

The business / congress meeting areas are situated west of the first floor , and 

make full use of the height of the building [J-yellow]. Adjacent to this area are 

the toilet rooms. In between the  business areas and the hotel rooms, a little 

seat area is created. Because of an vertical opening in the southern façade, 

there is a direct visual connection to the monumental tree from this seat [J - L].
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Stairs & Elevator

Rooftop extension

Stairs & Elevator

Hotel - View
s to church

Hotel - View
s to church

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500

Top left [M]: First Floorplan. 

showing all the functions on the 

first floor. And 3D concept volume 

with roof extention, on top of 

elevator shaft.

Bottom left [N]: First floorplan, 

showing the routing and entrances 

of the first floor.

Top right [O]: Cinema 4d  render 

of view from a hotel room.

Luxurious hotel rooms

Medium sized hotel rooms

Business / Congress areas

Secondary Routing

Primary Routing

Locations of  Render

Legend [M] : 

Legend [N] : 

North - direction of the plot

KNICK IN
ROOF
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Because of the  V - shaped roof of the building, the east and west parts of 

the façades have a higher ceiling. To make full use of the height of the roof.  

another row of hotel rooms is therefore created, at the second floor, west of 

the buidling.  Again two luxurious hotel rooms at the north and north-east corner 

of the building [M-purple]. In the middle,  are three medium sized hotel rooms 

[M-red].  To reach these hotel rooms, the staircase and elevator shaft had to 

reach till the second floor, which lead to an extra roof extension on top of the 

staircase [M - 3D volume]. After arriving at the second floor, the hotel rooms 

can be reached by an extra gallery in front of the rooms [N + render next page]. 

In total there are eleven medium sized and five luxurious rooms in the building. 

The west part of the building is in use by the business areas. To create more 

meeting areas an extra entresol is created in the open space [M-yellow]'.

Routing & Functions  

First Floor and Second Floor
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Top left [P]: Photo of the green 

Presbytery garden

Bottom left [Q]: Total overview 

of the whole situation

Top right [R]: 3D render of 

southern outside terrace. 

Sint-Martinus square - West Terrace

Southern outside terrace

Monumental wall, with opening

Vertical opening south façade

Monumental trees

Legend [Q ] : 

SINT - M
ARTINUS CHURCH

Location of  Render - next page
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Routing & Functions 

Final situation

  

The building makes full use of the new plot, and embrace the already existing 

(monumental) elements in the surrounding as much as possible [P]. In 

between the Sint-Martinus church and the west façade, the square is used as 

an outside terrace [Q-red]. The south façade and the monumental wall work 

together by also forming an outside terrace in between them [Q-orange]. To 

make a connection with the presbytery garden and the Community Centre, 

the wall has been opened op in the middle, next to the 'knick' . By doing this 

the visitors can go immediately from the outside terrace into the garden. The 

opening is also situated towards the vertical glass opening in the south façade, 

so the monumental tree is visible at all times. Because of the glass windows 

on the south, the area receives enough sunlight, which makes it a pleasant, 

comfortable place to stay in [render next page].









Floorplans
Technical drawings
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Floorplans

Foundation ( Scale 1: 200 )
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Floorplans

Ground Floor ( Scale 1: 200 )
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Floorplans

First  floor ( Scale 1: 200 )
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Floorplans

Second floor ( Scale 1: 200 )

  

CONGRESS - BUSINESS 

HOTEL ROOMS  - VIEWS   TOWARDS    CHURCH
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Floorplans

Roof  ( Scale 1: 200 )

  

CONGRESS - BUSINESS 

HOTEL ROOMS  - VIEWS   TOWARDS    CHURCH
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Technical Detail 

Detail Green roof  

  

Because of the V-shape of the building, the roof has quite a large surface that's 

visible from the inside of the building. Not only for aesthetic reasons is the 

roof covered with green vegetation. The building also fits better in the green 

environment, and it provides the roof with a natural drainage system of the 

water. Because the roof has a slope of 15 0 a special sliding protection system 

is applied by the company;  Optigreen [1]. This system makes sure the green 

vegetation won't slide of the roof.

References: 

[1]  Optiegroen. (2019a). Optiegroen - hellend dak systeem. Retrieved from https://www.

optigroen.nl/ontwerphulp/cad-details/systemen/hellend-dak/ 
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Rhythm  & Proportion

Introduction

  

The third theme is about using rhythm and proportion, to emphasize a certain 

direction or keep a coherence in the building. De Kort van Schaik used a grid of 

6 x 6 meters to keep a coherence over the whole plot. Because the new design 

has  such a unique triangular form, the building is not based on a grid structure.  

Because the three levels of the building, have the same measurements, the 

building is still in proportion. The building focuses mostly on the length, which 

gives it a horizontal character. Therefore, vertical zincen lamella are applied, to 

make a counter movement in the façade. These lamella are placed in a rhythm of 

1 meter distance heart to heart. By doing this, the building can be experienced 

as a whole, because all the façades are connected to each other.  It also gives 

the  building its own identity and character. The aspect of using materials in a 

building to emphasize something, is also used in the roof of the Community 

Centre, by the means of wooden beams. In the following chapters the rhythm 

and placement of the lamella will be further explained.
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MAIN INFRASTRUCTURE ROAD

Bottom left [A]: North-façade, 

showing the vertical and horizontal 

zincen lamella . 

Top Right [B]: : 3D - Cinema 4d  

render of the north - west corner in 

the building. Also the entrance. 

Horizontal framed window, to 

emphasize the important areas

Subordinate window, vertical 

lamella continue in front of 

window

Legend [A ] : 

Subordinate 

window lounge

Framed window 

reading area
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The north façade, is located parallel to the main infrastructure road in Moorsel. 

This makes the façade extra important, because it is the first thing people see 

when they skirt along the building. To emphasize the most interesting areas 

in the building, horizontal lamella are used to frame them [A]. For instance, 

the balcony at the first floor of the business area, is framed because it was 

important the user had a maximum view towards the green environment. That 

was also the case for the window in front of the reading area.

The less important areas are made subordinate, by letting the vertical lamella 

continue in front of these windows. The windows are only visible when you 

walk along them. For instance the window in front of the built-in couch of the 

lounge. Because the seat is orientated towards the southern terrace, the view 

to the northern environment is less important.  Therefore it is made subordinate 

[A]. Another aspect of the façade is how it reacts to the slope in the terrain and 

the  functions behind the façade. Therefore a large plinth is created, that goes 

up in the same diagonal line as the tribune of the film/presentation room, and in 

the counter direction of the slope [A].

Rhythm  & Proportion

North - Façade
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Bottom left [C]: West-façade, 

showing the vertical and horizontal 

zincen lamella . 

Top Right [D]: : 3D - Cinema 4d  

render of the south-west corner in 

the building. Also outside terrace 

and bar

Horizontal framed window, to 

emphasize the important areas

Subordinate window, vertical 

lamella continue in front of 

window

Legend [C ] : 

Framed window 

north-east corner

Location of  Render next page: 

Panorama view from bar - towards 

church.
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The west façade is situated across the Sint-Martinus church. In between the 

monumental church and the west façade an outside terrace is created on the 

Sint-Martinus square. The people can enjoy the evening sun over here and enjoy 

a drink at the night bar inside the building. This bar is surrounded by a glass 

set-back in the façade, which creates a panorama view towards the church [D]. 

Because the west façade is directly connected to the southern façade, people 

are automatically drawn to the southern terrace as well. The hotel rooms on 

the first and second floor have a direct, visual connection with the monumental 

church and the atmospheric terrace. Specially the hotel rooms on the corners 

of the building.  Therefore these areas are also emphasized, by framing the 

windows with horizontal lamella [C]. The space inbetween these windows are 

made out of darker material to let them stand out even more [C].  The medium-

sized hotel rooms have a less direct view towards the church. Therefore these 

areas are subordinate in the façade, by letting the vertical lamella continue in 

front of these windows. The rhythm and proportion of the vertical and horizontal 

lamella give the building its character.

Rhythm  & Proportion

West - Façade
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PRESBYTERY GARDEN AND MONUMENTAL WALL

Bottom left [E]: South-façade, 

showing the vertical and horizontal 

zincen lamella . 

Top Right [F]: : 3D - Cinema 4d  

render of the south façade. Also 

outside terrace and breakfast, lunch 

, dinner restaurant.

Horizontal framed window, to 

emphasize the important areas

Subordinate window, vertical 

lamella continue in front of 

window

Vertical lamella in front of kitchen, 

in same line as closed façades.

Legend [E] : 

Vertical window

from ground to first floor.

Framed by horizontal  

lamella
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The south façade is situated across the monumental wall and presbytery 

garden. Because of the orientation of the sun, an outside terrace is created 

between the wall and the façade. The people can enjoy the afternoon sun over 

here, while they can have breakfast, lunch or dinner. To make maximum use of 

the beautiful presbytery garden, the wall is opened up so the people can enter 

the garden from the outside terrace. 

The monumental tree is located in the corner of the garden, across the southern 

façade. Therefore the ground floor and first floor are connected, by means of a 

vertical window opening. This window ensures extra day light in the restaurant 

area, but it also give a direct visual connection to the monumental tree. To 

emphasize this vertical window, it is framed with the horizontal lamella [E]. 

Another aspect of this façade is the vertical lamella that reach to the ground, in 

front of the  closed kitchen [F]. The closed kitchen almost lies in the same line 

as the set-back of the glass. To keep a coherence in the building,  the vertical 

lamella are placed in front of the kitchen, in the same line as the closed façades.

Rhythm  & Proportion

South - Façade
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Bottom left [G]: East-façade, 

showing the vertical and horizontal 

zincen lamella . 

Top Right [H]: : 3D - Cinema 

4d  render of the east façade. Place 

where the cyclists arrive.

Horizontal framed window, to 

emphasize the important areas

Subordinate window, vertical 

lamella continue in front of 

window

Legend [G] : 
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The east façade is the first thing the cyclists see when they skirt along the 

building. The visitor has the option to go south of the façade and directly go to the 

southern terrace. But they also can go the other way, along the north façade and 

follow the steps that lead to the main entrance. The high plinth also follows the 

line of the tribune of the presentation / film room behind the façade. The second 

floor of the east façade is in use by the business meeting areas. A large window 

is created in front of the first floor and entresol in the  building, so the user has a 

maximum view over the green environment of Moorsel. To emphasize this part 

of the building, the window is framed by horizontal lamella [G]. The vertical and 

horizontal lamella are placed in such a rhythm and proportion, the façades are all 

connected to each other.

Rhytm & Proportion

East Façade
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Top left [A]: First Floorplan, grey 

surface is inside the building. and 

3D impression of visible beam 

construction in ceiling.

Bottom left [B]: First floorplan, 

showing the concrete construction 

out of the load-bearing walls, 

colums and concrete beam 

structure.

Top right [C]: Detail of concrete 

beam structre and concrete floor.

North - direction of the plot

Legend [B] : 

Load-bearing concrete walls

Not load-bearing walls

Concrete beam structure

Concrete columns

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:500
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Construction

Concrete Beams

  

The building is constructed out of load-bearing concrete walls and columns that 

stand on the ground floor. On top of these walls and columns rest a concrete 

beam structure. This is indicated with the grey dotted  line in the image on the 

left page [B]. On top of the concrete beam structure lies a 350 mm thick concrete 

floor. The load-bearing walls of  the first and second floor stand on this floor, and 

are also made out of concrete [Detail 1: 33]. The green-roof construction rest on 

top of these concrete walls. 

The distance between these columns or walls differ from six to eight meters, so 

the beams can easily bridge these distances. The beams have a measurement 

of 400 x 400 mm, and are visible on the ceiling of the building [ Detail and 3D 

Illustration above - A].  



Top left [D]: 2D situation, with 

location of section

Botom left [E]: Cross sectin B-B

of the building 

Top rightt [F]: 3D - Detail of 

horizontal lamella to frame the 

windows.

Legend [D ] : 

Location of  Detail

Location of  Technical Section

B 
B 

View through vide
 
and to the green roof
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The longitudinal section shows the three height levels in the building. The first 

level is at the same height as the Sint-Martinus square. The second level shows 

the restaurant area, adjacent to the southern outside terrace. The third level 

shows, how the tribune of the presentation room makes maximum use of the 

height of the area. 

On the first and second floor, west of the building, are the hotel rooms. These 

can be reached by the gallery. From this gallery the visitor has a direct visual 

connection through the large vide and to the green roof [E]. The windows of the 

luxurious hotel rooms are framed by  horizontal lamella, with a thickness of 75 

mm [ Illustrated with detail ]. The technical section is shown on the next page 

[D-orange].

Sections & Detail

Section B-B and Detail of Lamella
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Technical section

Technical Section & Horizontal Detail

  

The expression and rhythm of the façades give the building its character. Vertical 

lamella, are used as a counter movement to the horizontality of the building. The 

lamella have a length of 350 mm and a thickness of 75 mm, and have a distance 

(heart to heart) of 1 meter.  By making the lamella so thin and long, the windows 

in between are subordinated, which draws all the attention to the façade. 

Another important constructural aspect of making the lamella so thin, was that 

they had to be secured to the load-bearing back façade. Otherwise the wind 

could rip them of the façade. Therefore the vertical lamella consist out a wooden-

beam element, that are attached to the timber frame construction behind it. That 

timber frame construction is confirmed to the load-bearing concrete wall. First 

the zincen façade panels between the lamella are applied. After that the zincen 

'klang' is clicked on the wooden lamella element. The wooden frameworks 

behind  the zincen panels make sure there is enough ventilation. 



Top left [G]: 2D situation with 

location of section

Botom left [H]: Cross sectin A-A

of the building 

Top rightt [I]: 3D - view of 

construction principle of zincen 

façade

Legend [H] : 

A 

A 

Location of  Detail
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Sections

Cross section A-A - 3D Detail

  

The cross section also illustrates the different height levels in the building [H]. 

It shows the connection between the lounge/ reading, the restaurant and the 

southern outside terrace. The built-in book case, next to the set-back in the 

façade is also visible. The 3D view shows the construction principle of the 

zincen lamella in the façade.

3D view - principle construction
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[Title]*

[Sub-title]*

  

venenatis vestibulum nam sed at. Non praesent elit sit sed, vel in congue 

quam quis eros, nec imperdiet illo nam, ipsum lorem et ac neque odio, justo 

sed tristique aenean. Phasellus justo risus, posuere tristique ipsum. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, lorem leo commodo suscipit massa, donec 

ipsum tempus mattis, phasellus consectetuer amet amet vestibulum amet 

sed, scelerisque lacus nunc aliquam in scelerisque augue. Nulla vestibulum 

nullam quis molestie sed duis, nascetur vestibulum, elit ut non purus sed ut, 

risus facilisi non velit rutrum placerat. Neque at congue elementum a. Lectus 

egestas morbi quis, et lorem phasellus, ut habitant quod purus ut a, venenatis 

vitae at. Vitae risus ipsum, consectetuer nunc purus wisi urna ac. Fermentum 

eleifend nec in et, at tincidunt, vestibulum mattis quis wisi morbi neque.

Faucibus euismod pede orci justo consequat. Orci tincidunt vestibulum sed 

suscipit in elementum. Elit phasellus leo, integer ultricies lacus lorem, ac est 

in habitasse mattis tristique ornare, neque vel tristique, non nisl sem enim in 

dapibus. Integer nec pharetra qui. At iaculis laoreet adipiscing massa mi lacus, 

purus aliquam viverra. Arcu nunc sed tristique velit. Dictum egestas, vehicula 

torquent, at tellus ac eros molestie, dui pellentesque eget eleifend suscipit 

posuere diam. Ut dolor lectus sociis diam. Sed risus libero, sollicitudin volutpat 

luctus at nulla hendrerit, praesent habitasse dolor dolor nibh, ut lobortis. Erat 

in, ea lobortis ac nunc. Mauris id tempus accumsan tellus leo molestie, eget 

rutrum risus, et dictumst non venenatis eros pretium.

Faucibus euismod pede orci justo consequat. Orci tincidunt vestibulum

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

lorem leo commodo suscipit 

massa, donec ipsum tempus 

mattis, phasellus consectetuer 

amet amet vestibulum amet 

sed, scelerisque lacus nunc

Model Making
Fabienne Margry
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Top left [A]: Process of façades 

in the making. The darker spaces 

between the  windows are painted 

in dark grey. 

Bottom left [B]: West-façade, 

lasercut out of plywood. Zincen 

lamella made out of plastic strips

Top right [C]: North façade, after 

the spraypaint combination of grey, 

silver and a sparkle of black. To 

recreate the zinc material
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Model making

Making Process

  

It was quite a challenge to make a model of the new design, because of the 

small scale (1:200). The lamella have a thickness of 75 mm in reality, which gives 

them  an dimension of 0,4 mm in the model. Therefore plastic evergreen strips 

were used,  that I found on the internet [1]. 

All the façades and the window frames are made out of plywood. To attach the 

lamella to the model, thin slots were carved in the wooden façade elements, 

by the use a laser cutter [A]. Thereafter the plastic strips were slid into the thin 

slots, and confirmed by an layer of glue. Because the elements were so small, 

a tweezer was used to put them in the right position [B]. The most difficult  

part were the horizontal lamella, that framed the most interesting areas in the 

building. First the areas between the windows, that had a different material, 

were painted dark grey. After that, all the darker areas were covered with tape, 

so the rest could be spray painted in the colour of the zinc material [C].

References: 

[1] Evergreen scale models. (2019a). Evergreen strips. Retrieved from https://  

      evergreenscalemodels.com/collections/14-white-polystrene-strips
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Model Making

Final Result

  

The site model is made out of multiplex plates and cut in the layers of the 

height differences in the terrain. The surrounding buildings are made out of 

Ayous, which has the same colour as the underlaying multiplex. This is done on 

purpose, so the analyzed building and the new design would stand out more. 

I enjoyed making the model a lot. It was nice to see that the effect of the 

lamella, to subordinate the windows really worked.  On the other hand there 

were a few  difficulties. Such as finding the right colour and structure for the zinc 

material. The pictures are taken outside, in the day light so the colour comes 

out correct. But when the model is inside, the building appears to be very dark, 

which is a shame. To let the model express even more, led-lights are used as 

artificial lights in the building. The roof is covered with green, dried grass shreds.





Conclusion & Reflection
Fabienne Margry
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Conclusion

The Presbytery Hotel

  

The new design of  'The Presbytery Hotel' is clearly related to the three themes   

derived from the previous analysis. The themes are not literally applied, but 

reinterpreted in the new design. Before they could be implemented, a critical 

reflection had to take place.

The first theme concerns the height difference in the terrain and how to react 

on that. The architect of the Community Centre divided the terrain in three 

segments. They designed a building on the first and third segment. In the 

middle they used the segment as an architectural tree room. They connected 

these levels by the use of stairs and ramps. This method is reinterpreted, and 

then applied in the new design. This time not only the terrain is divided into 

three segments, but the whole building as well. Instead of using stairs and 

ramps to connect the difference in height, the ramps are replaced by hydro-

elevators. That is because a ramp normally needs to be 12 meters long to bridge 

a height of 1 meter,  which would take too much space in the design. 

The second theme is about the use of set-backs in the façade to guide the 

visitor in a certain direction. De Kort van Schaik used a diagonal line in the glass 

structure of the Community Centre, that pushes the visitor into the presbytery 

garden. This method is reinterpreted, and applied in the new design. Instead 

of diagonal lines, set-backs in the glass structure are used to guide the visitors 

to the most important areas in the building. For instance the entrance and the 

outside terrace.

The final subject is about rhythm and proportion, to emphasize a certain direction 

or create a coherence in the design. The architect of the Community Centre 

applied this method in multiple ways. Not only did they use a rhythmic grid, they 

also used a rhythm in the materials. For instance, the rhythm of the wooden 

beams in the roof emphasize the length of the building. The method of using 

materials to emphasize a specific direction is also applied in the presbytery 

hotel. Vertical lamella are placed upon the façades as a counter move to the 

horizontality of the building. The lamella give the building its character. 
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Reflection

Fabienne Margry

  

Looking back at my graduation year I have learned a lot about myself, but also 

from others. This studio was not only about learning from an analysis, it was also 

about learning from the previous generations. Because it is an ongoing studio, 

students can constantly transfer new information and knowledge to each other.  

For me this was very helpful, for instance during the making process of the 

model or when I wanted to learn a new rendering program. I am very eager 

to learn, and therefore I used multiple media methods during my designing 

process. For instance Archicad, but also cinema 4D to improve my rendering 

techniques. Not only did I enjoy this, I think it is also very valuable to be able to 

use these programs for the rest of my career. 

Another aspect of my personality,  which I think definitely needs to improve is my 

work attitude. Sometimes I can work a bit to fast, because I get to enthusiastic 

about the work. I have learned that it is sometimes better to take a step back 

and to re-value everything. The most important period in this graduation year, 

was therefore after my midterm presentation. The preliminary went very well, 

but after that I forgot to show where 'Fabienne' really was about. 

I learned a lot from that, and I tried to take a different approach afterwards. I 

took a step back in the designing process and did a new volume study.  After 

that I think the process went very well and I enjoyed the designing process a 

lot.  My tutors made me realise I should take more time during every step. I 

hope  to continue learning my whole career, because there is always room for 

improvements. In the end I am very happy about the process and the product. 

I think  my new design really showed what ‘Fabienne’ is about.  I can look back 

at a very crateful and happy experience. 
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